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Description

When showtime connect to uPNP server's stream represented as file (mediatomb transcoding) it says "Invalid HTTP 200 response"
and gives url to file (for example, "http://192.168.1.1:49152/content/media/...&tr=1&pr_name=tv")
When I open this link in browser it gives me videostream with little delay at the start. 
I think that showtime cant wait starting of streaming and get error.
I saw in code that player must switching in streaming mode. but this not happens. 
Please help.

History
#1 - 05/01/2011 02:09 PM - Andreas Smas

The problem (I think) is that mediatomb does not report the total file size.

Why do you need to transcode the file?

#2 - 05/01/2011 08:14 PM - Richard Stallman

Andreas Öman wrote:

The problem (I think) is that mediatomb does not report the total file size.

Why do you need to transcode the file?

This is a stream from dvb card - mpeg-ts. When I execute file from showtime mediatomb starts streaming from card to http output. And probably  not
sents file size. 
Also I noticed that file plays with the same method when it stream local file over mediatomb. In this case mediatomb report total size.
Is it possible to play stream without file size ?

#3 - 05/04/2011 09:10 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed

Yes I've fixed that now.

#4 - 05/05/2011 08:48 AM - Richard Stallman

Andreas Öman wrote:
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Yes I've fixed that now.

Thanks a lot !

#5 - 06/10/2011 11:46 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 2.99 to 3.0
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